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 Handwriting Policy 

Philosophy 

At Horley Infant School we recognise that writing is a complex craft.  We believe that handwriting is 
an important part of the writing process but we understand legible handwriting is one ingredient to 
being a successful writer.  We are committed to supporting children in their development of 
becoming fluent, confident and independent writers. 

Aims 

Our aims in teaching handwriting are that pupils will: 

• Experience consistency and continuity in learning fully cursive handwriting across the school 

• Experience a range of opportunities to practise and develop a comfortable written style 

• Learn and understand the importance of clear and neat presentation in order to communicate 

meaning clearly 

• Take pride in the presentation of their work across the curriculum 

• Develop a love of writing and gain a sense of enjoyment and achievement 

• Be supported in the development of a range of additional English skills, e.g. spelling, reading 

and composition 

• Develop a fully joined writing style by the end of Year 2 and move to junior school with the correct 

skills set for future writing  

Organisation 

The handwriting style we have adopted and adapted is the Kingston Cursive Script. 

Lower Case Letters: 

ªa ¶b ªc ªd â ¶< ªü ¶h ¶i ¶ý ¶„ ¶l ¶m ¶n ª‹ ¶p ªq ¶r ¡ ¶t ¶u ¶v ¶w ¶ˆ ¶þ ¶z 
 

Capital Letters: 

A  B  C  D  E  F  G  H  I  J  K  L  M  N  O  P  Q  R  S  T  U  V  W  X  Y  Z 

Numbers: 

0  I  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 
 

Through carefully planned resources and activities children develop and refine their gross and fine 

motor skills.  This prerequisite in developing early writing supports the acquisition of a secure and 

accurate pencil grip and good writing posture. 

Through regular high quality teaching and modelling children learn to: 

• Form single letters with ‘lead in’ strokes from the line 

• Join digraphs and trigraphs with ‘lead in’ strokes from the line  

• Write High Frequency Words in a cursive style 

• Join words with a range of letter patterns 

 



Teaching and Learning  

We teach handwriting as a specific skill rather than an independent task. Handwriting is developed 

through a variety of regular sessions which may include: 

• The use of ‘Write Dance’ in PE in Reception and Year 1 as well as planned opportunities to 

develop gross motor skills 

• Finger gym and regular opportunities for fine motor development  

• Phonics sessions to introduce and reinforce letter formation across all year groups – if 

practising individual letters, Horley Infant School handwriting sheets must be used.  

• A minimum of 3 x 10 minute sessions weekly with a focus on handwriting practise  

• Specific handwriting sessions with a set cursive focus  

Early Years Foundation Stage Key Stage One 
- Daily gross and fine motor 

development activities 
- Utilise the outdoor environment 

to support gross motor 
development 

- Use of a range of mark making 
tools such as pencils, pens and 
crayons 

- Develop a recognition for pattern 
- Learn single letter, digraph and 

trigraph joined formation and 
their letter families within Phonics 
sessions 

- Children to learn to write their 
name in the cursive style 

- Learn spelling of common High 
Frequency Words in the cursive 
style 

- Regular gross and fine motor development activities 
- Practise specific joining patterns, often linked to high 

frequency words or common exception words 
- Learn single letters can be linked according to ‘letter 

families’ 
- Continue learning digraph and trigraph formation and 

increasingly complex spelling patterns alongside the 
Long Term Phonics Progression Plan 

- Learn spelling of more complex joins through High 
Frequency Words in the cursive style as identified 
within the Long Term Phonics Progression Plan. 

- Apply learnt knowledge and join an increasing range 
of letters within words  

- Join an increasing number of words in the fully 
cursive style  

- Further handwriting practise is provided through 
weekly spellings.  

 

The Learning Environment 

We recognise that through reading and exposure to technology children will have experience of a 

range of different written forms.  Writing throughout our school learning environment reflects different 

styles of print, however, there is a strong focus on English displays using the taught cursive style. 

We believe that good modelling of the cursive handwriting style at all times will promote and reinforce 

this approach and act as a strategy for teaching handwriting.  Therefore it is vital that teachers and 

teaching assistants model consistently this style when writing in exercise books, in communication 

with parents and on the whiteboards. 

Each classroom has a number of resources aimed at supporting the development of cursive script.  

These range from interactive whiteboard and iPad resources, specific pencil grips, practical 

equipment to promote fine and gross motor skills, visual aids and handwriting displays, various 

paper, writing tools, stencils and exercise books with appropriate line spacing. 

Inclusion and Equal Opportunities 

In line with our school policy, every child will have equal opportunity regardless of gender, culture, 

language or special educational needs. Children with English as an additional language will be 



assessed and supported wherever necessary and the expertise of external agencies and advisors 

sought.  Specific and early intervention is provided for those children identified as needing extra 

support; small group and 1:1 activities are planned as appropriate and sufficient time allocated.  

Adaptations including the sizing of lines, pencils and providing ‘solid and broken lines’ are all 

appropriate ways in which children can be supported. Fine and gross motor intervention activities, 

Teodorescu Perceptuo-Motor Programme, sensory and handwriting intervention programmes are 

used and adapted to support children experiencing difficulties.  For those children who continue to 

have difficulties because there is a learning barrier, they are not cognitively ready or whose self-

esteem is becoming damaged as a result of difficulty within the cursive script, they will be 

encouraged to form letters in printed form.  More Able and Talented children are challenged 

appropriately and encouraged to reflect upon and consider the presentation of their written work.  

Supporting right and left handed writers 

Left-handers Right-handers 

• Hold lightly in a tripod grip  

• Hold about 3cm away from the pencil point  

• The hand should be kept below the writing 
line  

• The paper should be tilted slightly to the right  

• Use the right hand to steady the paper  
 

• Hold lightly in a tripod grip (between thumb 
and forefinger and resting on the first knuckle 
of the middle finger) about 3cm away from 
the pencil point  

• The paper should be placed to the right, tilted 
slightly to the left  

• Use the left hand to steady the paper  

Left-handed pupils should sit to the left of a right-handed child so that they are not competing for 
space. 
 
Assessment 
Children’s handwriting development is regularly assessed. Teacher assessment forms a crucial part 
of evaluating progress and subsequent target setting.  Assessments of progress are made during 
handwriting and phonics sessions as well as written work completed across the curriculum.  
Observations are made of transcriptional skills, such as: 

• Writing posture 

• Correct pencil grip 

• Formation of letters 

• Accuracy of joins 

• Word spacing 

If required, a handwriting target will be identified, discussed and documented according to the 
Marking and Feedback section of the Assessment Policy. 
 
SMSC: 
At HIS we aim to promote the spiritual, moral, social and cultural development of all children through 
a range of thoughtful experiences designed to make explicit what is happening implicitly.   
By developing independence as a writer children will: 

• Gain enjoyment and pride in their abilities  
• Be encouraged to comment and reflect on their own and others achievements 
• Understand they are responsible for the presentation of their work 
• Work with others to develop skills and learn from one another 
• Recognise that individuals learn to write in different ways and that there are a variety of 

influences around us and others 
• Appreciate that everyone will have their own style and that these should be celebrated 


